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Chapter 12

Mixing in the Southern Ocean

Sarah T. Gillea, Katy Sheenb, Sebastiaan Swartc,d, and Andrew F.
Thompsone
aScripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California San Diego, USA, bPenryn Campus,
University of Exeter, England, cDepartment of Marine Sciences, University of
Gothenburg,Gothenburg, Sweden, dDepartment of Oceanography, University of Cape Town,
Rondebosch, South Africa, eEnvironmental Science and Engineering, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, USA

ABSTRACT
Southern Ocean mixing helps to establish properties of the global ocean both by blending
waters from the northern basins and through local water mass formation. Air-sea fluxes
of heat, momentum, freshwater, and gas are responsible for mixing and transformation
of water properties at the ocean surface. Transient storms and submesoscale motions
influence the timing and magnitude of upper ocean mixing and exchange with the interior.
In the Southern Ocean, along-isopycnal stirring by eddies connects the ocean surface
with the mid-depth to deep interior. Interior mixing is largely adiabatic but spatially
heterogeneous in both vertical and horizontal directions with eddy diffusivities estimated
to vary by a factor of four or more, from roughly 700 to 2800 m2 s−1. Regions of strong
stirring and strain are concentrated above and downstream of major bathymetric features.
Small-scale turbulent mixing in the ocean interior is driven by internal waves, generated
through flow–topography interactions, and turbulent mixing is enhanced in the bottom
boundary layer. The marginal ice zones around Antarctica and processes on the Antarctic
shelf are mixing regimes unique to the Southern Ocean that remain frontiers of current
research.

KEYWORDS
Southern Ocean, Air-sea fluxes, Water mass transformation, Sea ice, Submesoscale,
Diapycnal mixing, Isopycnal mixing, Marginal ice zone, Lee waves, Bottom-intensified
dissipation

12.1 INTRODUCTION

TheSouthernOcean connects the components of the global ocean, and thismakes
it central to global ocean mixing. The eastward-flowing Antarctic Circumpolar
Current (ACC) provides a horizontal link between the Atlantic, Indian, and
Pacific Oceans. The Southern Ocean also connects low and high southern
latitudes along the steeply tilted isopycnal surfaces of the ACC. Since water
parcels preferentially mix along isopycnals (see Chapter 9), the Southern Ocean
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provides a key route between the ocean surface and the deep interior. In addition,
the Southern Ocean connects ocean waters with the ice shelves that surround the
Antarctic continent. Mixing processes on the Antarctic continental shelf help to
determine the rate atwhich these ice shelvesmelt and howmuch freshwater enters
the ocean. Any turbulent mixing that changes water mass properties—whether
resulting from buoyancy forcing at the ocean surface, processes associated with
tides and bathymetry deep below the ocean surface, or interactions with the
cryosphere—has the potential to have a disproportionate impact on global ocean
properties and therefore large-scale climate and ecosystems.

This chapter builds on earlier chapters to examine how a range of mixing
processes shape the Southern Ocean circulation and climate. Our focus here is
centered on the impact of physical processes on mixing rates. An overview of
how Southern Ocean mixing influences the climate system is found in Chapter
2, and a review of the Southern Ocean’s role in the large-scale ocean circulation
is found in Chapter 3. Some of the mixing processes that are critical to Southern
Ocean dynamics receive individual treatment in other chapters, and we have
provided references to those in the text that follows. Here, section 12.2 reviews
the large-scale context framing Southern Ocean mixing. We then move through
the water column, starting with turbulent mixing near the ocean surface in
section 12.3, regional and mesoscale interior mixing in section 12.4, and small-
scale turbulence in the ocean interior in section 12.5. Each section presents the
foundations underlying the science and then highlights recent findings. A sidebar
highlights how the Diapycnal and Isopycnal Mixing Experiment in the Southern
Ocean (DIMES) brought together multiple observing capabilities and modeling
strategies to advance understanding of Southern Ocean mixing. The chapter
concludes with perspectives on emerging science challenges for the future.

12.2 LARGE-SCALE CONTEXT: FOUNDATIONS

Large-scale circulation in the Southern Ocean is distinct from large-scale circula-
tion in other parts of the global ocean because of the gap in continental boundaries
in the latitude range of Drake Passage (56◦–63◦S). Eastward winds provide a
continuous band of surface momentum forcing all the way around Antarctica.
Because of the Coriolis effect, an eastward wind stress at the Southern Ocean
surface results in northward Ekman transport of surface waters, carrying cold
high-latitude surface water toward the subtropics (e.g. Toggweiler and Samuels,
1998). This Ekman advection establishes a north–south gradient in sea surface
height, with elevated sea surface height to the north. The corresponding top-
to-bottom meridional pressure gradient supports an eastward geostrophic flow,
known as the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC, black arrow in Fig. 12.1).
The absence of topographic barriers above roughly 2000 m and the limited abil-
ity to sustain large-scale zonal pressure gradients above these depths allow the
ACC to maintain mean meridional density gradients: density surfaces that are
deep at the northern boundary of the ACC shoal to the south.
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The surface water carried northward as Ekman transport is replaced with
water that upwells within the ACC. (The upwelling is attributed to Ekman
pumping due to wind-stress divergence.) This upwelled Circumpolar Deep Wa-
ter (CDW) is transported and mixed through eddy motions along the Southern
Ocean’s steeply tilted isopycnals (light blue CDW in Fig. 12.1) from mid-depth
(around 2000-3000 m depth) in the subtropics to the surface within the Southern
Ocean. Along-isopycnal pathways thus provide a direct connection between the
surface and the mid-depth ocean interior. (See Chapter 9 for a more detailed
exploration of isopycnal mixing.) The Southern Ocean is host to approximately
70% to 80% of upwelling of global deep waters to the sea surface (DeVries and
Primeau, 2011; Talley, 2013). Along-isopycnal mixing plays a central role in the
climate system: modeling studies have for many years highlighted the sensitivity
of Southern Ocean circulation to the representation of this mixing (e.g. Redi,
1982; Danabasoglu et al., 1994; Danabasoglu and McWilliams, 1995; Griffies,
1998; Gent, 2016). Together interior upwelling and northward surface advec-
tion constitute the upper cell of the Southern Ocean’s meridional overturning
circulation (MOC) (Speer et al., 2000).

The lower cell of the Southern Ocean meridional overturning comprises
denser CDW, known as Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (LCDW) that upwells
across the ACC but outcrops at the surface on the southern side of the ACC
(Marshall and Speer, 2012). Water that upwells here loses heat to the atmo-
sphere, while also increasing its salinity as a result of brine rejection during sea
ice formation to form Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) that sinks to the sea
floor (dark blue arrow in Fig. 12.1), providing a direct connection between the
atmosphere and the deep ocean. Mixing processes in the lower cell occur in the
subpolar gyres (e.g. Vernet et al., 2019), over the Antarctic continental slope (e.g.
Stewart and Thompson, 2013; Heywood et al., 2014), and over the continental
shelf, where they are modulated by tides (e.g. Padman et al., 2018; Stewart et al.,
2018) as well as by complex topography and by interactions between sea ice, ice
shelves, and the ocean (e.g. Gille et al., 2016).

The connection between the deep ocean and the surface is further supported
by the Southern Ocean’s low stratification: as temperatures drop, ocean density
is progressively less dependent on temperature, and at temperatures colder than
about 2◦C, salinity is the dominant controller of oceanic potential density (e.g.
Nycander et al., 2015), such that surface-to-bottom temperature differences result
in little difference in potential density. Cold temperatures of the Southern Ocean
offer ideal conditions for low vertical stratification, particularly in regions such
as the ACC latitudes, where freshwater inputs from precipitation or melting ice
are minimal. As a result the Southern Ocean is generally weakly stratified and
forms deep mixed layers (Dong et al., 2008; Holte et al., 2017; Speer et al., 2018)
that allow small energy inputs to readily mix the ocean vertically.

The region also experiences significant horizontal stirring. The ACC consists
of multiple narrow jets that roughly follow zonal pathways located between about
40◦ and 60◦S. From north to south, the jets coincide with individual density
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gradients that are referred to as the Subantarctic Front, the Polar Front, and
the Southern ACC Front (Orsi et al., 1995). These frontal jets extend from
the surface to the sea floor and are steered by topography. They can meander
substantially, and at times they may split or merge so that there are more or
less than three jets in some locations (Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009; Thompson
and Sallée, 2012). The ACC jets are energetic enough to be baroclinically
unstable, and interactions with topography are associated with flow instabilities
that spawn transient eddies and heightened levels of eddy kinetic energy (EKE)
(e.g. Meredith and Hogg, 2006; Hogg et al., 2008), influencing the Southern
Ocean heat budget. In most of the global ocean, western boundary currents are
responsible for the poleward transport of energy that is input by the sun in the
tropics. However, in the Southern Ocean mean southward transport of heat is
impeded by the absence of continental boundaries at the latitude ofDrake Passage
(55◦-6-◦S), and instead eddies play a leading role in the poleward transport of
heat south of 40◦–50◦S (e.g. deSzoeke and Levine, 1981; Keffer and Holloway,
1988; Johnson and Bryden, 1989; Ivchenko et al., 1996; Gille, 2003; Meijers
et al., 2007; Volkov et al., 2010).

The ease with which the Southern Ocean mixes gives it a central role in the
climate system. Recent observations indicate that the Southern Ocean is gaining
heat more rapidly than other regions of the global ocean (e.g. Roemmich et al.,
2015), although sea surface temperatures show evidence of cooling (Armour
et al., 2016). The Southern Ocean has also been implicated as the major location
for oceanic uptake of CO2 (e.g. Caldeira and Duffy, 2000; Sabine et al., 2004;
Gruber et al., 2019). Attribution studies suggest that the observed warming is
due to heat uptake from the atmosphere within the Southern Ocean rather than
advection within the ocean (Swart et al., 2018a). This implies that upper-ocean
turbulence mediates much of the long-term oceanic change, but that horizontal
advection also matters. Climate simulations suggest that correctly representing
the uptake of heat and carbon in the Southern Ocean is critical: multi-model
assessments indicate that climate at the end of the century depends on the present
structure of the ocean mixed layer and thus the mixing within the upper ocean
(e.g. Boé et al., 2009), and that ocean heat uptake is sensitive to the representation
of air-sea fluxes (e.g. Huber and Zanna, 2017). Mixing processes not only
close the global overturning circulation but are also fundamentally important
for oceanic exchange of carbon and heat (e.g. Watson and Naveira Garabato,
2006; Morrison et al., 2016), nutrient resupply for sustaining oceanic biological
production (e.g. Pollard et al., 2006), and the melt rate of ice shelves (e.g. Silvano
et al., 2018).

The Southern Ocean is unique in the ways that different mixing processes
impact the region’s circulation. For instance, nowhere else is such a broad range
of density classes ventilated at the ocean surface. This supports a significant
fraction of the water mass transformation associated with the global overturning
circulation. The ACC also hosts strong deep-ocean currents (Chereskin et al.,
2009; Fukamachi et al., 2010) and, through their interaction with large bathy-
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metric features, generates distinct mixing processes. Finally, along-isopycnal
mixing is the dominant process that delivers waters toward and away from key
sites of water mass transformation at the ocean surface, over sloping topogra-
phy, and on the continental shelf. In the remainder of this chapter, we offer an
overview of these different components of Southern Ocean mixing and identify
priorities for future research.

12.3 UPPER CELL: MIXED-LAYER TRANSFORMATIONS

12.3.1 Foundations and setting

Surface mixing in the Southern Ocean is of particular importance to the climate
system because the cold, dense water that outcrops here has nearly the same
potential density as deeper waters throughout the global ocean. The ventilation
of these dense, near-surface waters means that surface mechanical and buoyancy
forcing has the potential to set interior water properties.

Upper-ocean mixing processes maintain the surface mixed layer as the buffer
layer throughwhich all exchanges ofmass and energy pass between the ocean and
atmosphere. The surface mixed layer is analogous to a ‘vestibule’ between the
atmosphere and the ocean. Air-sea fluxes bring properties (e.g. heat, freshwater,
and CO2) into the mixed layer. Mechanisms at work in the mixed layer, such
as adiabatic advection, stirring, turbulent diffusion and convection, ultimately
determine whether these properties are re-emitted to the atmosphere or enter the
ocean interior—figuratively whether properties pass through the vestibule into
the ocean interior.

Characteristics of the Southern Ocean that are conducive to energetic upper-
ocean mixing include first, the presence of lateral gradients in temperature,
salinity, or density, associated with hydrographic fronts and mesoscale eddies,
and second, the weak stratification of the region that allows deep mixed layers
to form seasonally (Dong et al., 2008; Holte et al., 2017) supporting vertical
mixing between the upper ocean and the thermocline.

Overlying this energetic ocean environment is an atmosphere characterized
by strong and variable winds and heat fluxes that promote atmosphere–ocean
interactions. The surface experiences a strong time-mean wind stress (momen-
tum flux) associated with a band of maximum wind forcing (Lin et al., 2018)
induced by transient Southern Ocean storms, with near-surface wind speeds of-
ten exceeding 20 m s−1 (Yuan, 2004). Storms add a time-varying and rotational
component to the background wind forcing, which can interact directly with the
lateral density gradients and induce Ekman pumping and shear-driven mixing.
In addition, seasonal air-sea and air-sea-ice fluxes of heat and freshwater change
the buoyancy budget of the mixed layer, which as we will see later in this chapter,
can enhance or arrest mixing processes within and below the thermocline and
are thus important for the ventilation of the lower thermocline. Figure 12.2
encapsulates a broad range of processes that influence surface boundary layer
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properties and their exchange with the interior.

12.3.2 Mixing in the surface boundary layer and connection to sub-
surface adiabatic stirring

12.3.2.1 Surface water mass transformation:
A significant proportion of upper-ocean mixing and mixed-layer properties can
be ascribed to relatively simple one-dimensional physical responses to surface
momentum and buoyancy fluxes (Price et al., 1978; Large et al., 1994). Studies
of surface boundary layer turbulence have historically been weighted to North-
ern Hemisphere conditions. (For fundamentals, see Chapter 4 for discussion of
surface layers and Chapter 5 for surface-generated internal waves.) More re-
cent observations are allowing us to understand mixed-layer budgets in various
regions of the Southern Ocean, including sea-ice impacted regions, albeit at rel-
atively coarse resolution (Pellichero et al., 2017). Surface forcing mechanisms
are exceptionally strong in the Southern Ocean and are characterized by distinct
seasonal cycles of sea-ice freshwater and air-sea heat fluxes that are the primary
drivers for surface salinity and temperature variations (Pellichero et al., 2017).

During austral winter, high levels of heat loss by the ocean can lead to deep
convective mixing, resulting in deep mixed layers (Holte et al., 2012). This is
particularly the case at the northern edge of theACC (north of Subantarctic Front)
where mixed layers can exceed depths of 700 m in winter (Dong et al., 2008;
Tamsitt et al., 2020). Heat loss events are intermittent, and most of the annual
mixed-layer deepening appears to occur during a small number of events (Ogle
et al., 2018). These strong air-sea exchanges lead to water mass transformation at
the surface and are a leading order driver of Sub-AntarcticModeWater (SAMW)
formation and its interannual variability (Naveira Garabato et al., 2009). In
addition, the formation rate and characteristics of SAMW are also influenced by
diapycnal mixing (Sloyan et al., 2010), eddy-induced transport and upwelling
(Marshall, 1997; Sallée et al., 2010), and the large-scale Ekman transport of
cool, low salinity water equatorward across the Subantarctic Front (Rintoul and
England, 2002).

12.3.2.2 Submesoscale-induced mixing and stratification:
Upper-ocean stratification and mixing rates are also impacted by complex, hori-
zontal processes in response to fronts, eddies and jets. These horizontal dynamics
occur at small spatial scales that extend down to the submesoscale (0.1–10 km,
hours–days; Figure 12.2; see Chapter 8 for a more comprehensive description of
submesoscale processes). Submesoscale mixing is enhanced by the factors that
characterize the Southern Ocean’s mixing-favorable conditions: strong surface
forcing, persistent lateral buoyancy gradients, weak vertical stratification, and
deep mixed layers.

Initial understanding of the role of submesocales in the Southern Ocean re-
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lied on submesoscale-resolving simulations for specific regions including Drake
Passage (Bachman et al., 2017) and Kerguelen Plateau (Rosso et al., 2014).
These numerical studies showed that submesoscales directly impact upper-ocean
stratification, for example through mixed-layer shoaling with increased model
resolution (Bachman et al., 2017) and through vertical exchanges between the
surface layer and ocean interior (Rosso et al., 2014, 2015; Balwada et al., 2018;
Su et al., 2018; Bachman and Klocker, 2020).

Observations have further highlighted the role of submesoscale instabilities.
Using ship-based measurements along the edges of a large mesoscale eddy
pinched off from the Polar Front, Adams et al. (2017) identified the presence
of submesoscale instabilities that can lead to strong net subduction of water
associated with fine-scale dense outcropping filaments. Submesoscale Rossby
waves, found along the ACC, also drive intense vertical circulations (Taylor
et al., 2018). These recent observations emphasize the importance of larger scale
adiabatic stirring at mesoscales (McWilliams, 2016) that catalyze submesoscale
mixed-layer instabilities in the Southern Ocean, thereby providing a connection
between the surface boundary layer and the ocean interior (Erickson et al.,
2020), as biogeochemical tracers have demonstrated in the open ocean (Llort
et al., 2018). Months-long glider-based surveys in the Southern Ocean have
been used to estimate the presence and strength of submesoscale flows in the
upper ocean. Mixed-layer eddies (MLE; Figure 12.2) are expected to proliferate
where mixed layers are deep in the Southern Ocean, particularly in the presence
of sharp lateral buoyancy gradients. Slumping MLEs can rearrange horizontal
buoyancy gradients to vertical stratification through an ageostrophic secondary
circulation (see Chapter 8; Fox-Kemper et al., 2008). Observations show that
MLEs can arrest mixing in the Southern Ocean and induce springtime mixed-
layer stratification earlier than would be possible with surface buoyancy forcing
alone (du Plessis et al., 2017). The impact of the submesoscale on upper-
ocean stratification is also spatially heterogeneous due to its dependence on the
background mesoscale eddy field. For instance, Viglione et al. (2018) found an
abrupt transition in the strength of the submesocale eddy field, delineated by the
Shackleton Fracture Zone. Despite this topographic feature having a sill depth
thousands of meters below the surface, it gives rise to different mesoscale stirring
regimes that impact surface boundary layer dynamics, including the potential
for more vigorous mixing processes, such as symmetric instability, occurring
downstream of the Fracture Zone, but not upstream.

Submesoscale processes cannot be easily disentangled from the Southern
Ocean’s intense storm systems and associated wind stress at the surface (e.g.
Klocker, 2018). Under the action of wind, submesoscale flows are influenced
by fine-scale cross-frontal horizontal Ekman advection of water of different
density (Ekman Buoyancy Flux, EBF; Figure 12.2; Chapter 8). In the case of
down-front wind conditions, cross-frontal Ekman flows that carry denser waters
over the lighter side of the front can force convective instabilities and enhance
mixing through small-scale turbulence. This can increase dissipation within
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and across the mixed layer by an order of magnitude compared to wind-driven
shear mixing (Thomas, 2005). When the opposite occurs during up-front winds,
light water is advected over the dense water on the other side of the front,
mixing can be arrested, and the mixed layer can shoal. The Southern Ocean’s
prevailing westerly winds, oriented along the mean frontal flows associated
with the ACC, make these wind-front processes particularly relevant (Johnson
et al., 2016), with average down-front wind conditions occurring in the Southern
Ocean and providing a significant destratifying and mixing flux to the surface
ocean (du Plessis et al., 2019; Viglione et al., 2018; Giddy et al., 2021). This
effect of EBF is large enough to delay the onset of springtime stratification by
two months after the onset of seasonal surface heating and to eradicate half
the stratification gained by surface buoyancy forcing (du Plessis et al., 2019).
The major topographic features in the Southern Ocean regionally deflect the
average frontal flow away from the prevailing wind direction, allowing for strong
variability inmixing and rates of stratification across the open-ocean extent of the
Southern Ocean. This heterogeneous characteristic of submesoscale processes
and its impact on the timing of seasonal restratification is likely to have significant
impacts on spring phytoplankton blooms and timing (Carranza and Gille, 2015;
Swart et al., 2015; Pellichero et al., 2020).

Storms are known to induce energetic, “instantaneous,” vertical mixing
events in the Southern Ocean, with upper-ocean vertical eddy diffusivity, Kz ∼

O(10−1 m2 s−1) (Cisewski et al., 2005; Forryan et al., 2015). This mixing
contributes to energizing and deepening the surface mixing layer. Wind-driven
energy has also been shown to excite strong inertial motions within the upper
ocean, which may last several days to weeks post storm and result in enhanced
shear-driven vertical mixing below the base of the mixing layer within a “mix-
ing transition” layer (Forryan et al., 2015). In the presence of mesoscale and
submesoscale variability, this wind-driven inertial energy is concentrated (e.g.
Klein et al., 2004; Jing et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2015) and may further impact
the extent and magnitude of the transitional mixing layer (Alford et al., 2016).
Ultimately these small-scale features and their interactions with surface wind
stress (storm-eddy interactions, Figure 12.2) enhance the downward propagation
of inertial energy into the subsurface ocean (Jing et al., 2011) and potentially
induce the rapid breaking of near-inertial waves to produce intense vertical mix-
ing in the Southern Ocean (Meyer et al., 2015) that can extend below the base
of the mixed layer (Forryan et al., 2015). Further studies using both 1D and 3D
model simulations have explored the interaction of mixing with mesoscale-to-
submesoscale eddy stirring (Uchida et al., 2019, 2020) and the impact of the
interior mixing due to inertial motion set by passing storms in the Southern
Ocean (Jouanno et al., 2016; Nicholson et al., 2016, 2019; Whitt et al., 2019).
These findings suggest that inertially driven subsurface mixing may persist for
several days to weeks after a passing storm, and after the deepened active mixing
layer has restabilized to the surface. Such intraseasonal mixing processes are
proving important to biogeochemical cycles, with summer primary productivity
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in the Southern Ocean considerably enhanced and sustained, largely due to the
supply of deep iron reservoirs below the mixed layer (Carranza and Gille, 2015;
Swart et al., 2015;Whitt et al., 2017; Nicholson et al., 2019; Uchida et al., 2020).

Although these mechanisms are theorized and modelled to be important in
the Southern Ocean, direct observations (Chapter 14) of these interactions are
sparse. It thus remains uncertain how storm-driven mixing energy will alter
the magnitude and shape of the mean upper-ocean vertical diffusion profiles
particularly in a dynamically complex ocean. Measurements of subsurface
mixing are limited to microstructure data collected during summer periods (e.g.
Forryan et al., 2015), emphasizing the need to constrain these mixing rates in
other seasons, especially in winter when mixing rates are expected to increase
significantly.

12.3.2.3 Interactions between sea ice and Southern Ocean mixing

Sea ice covers a vast portion of the Southern Ocean with a winter maximum
extent exceeding 18 million km2, and it is an important influence on surface
boundary layer processes. Observations of upper-ocean mixing and variability
remain sparse in this region, contributing to both a poor mechanistic understand-
ing of coupled ocean-ice-atmosphere processes and large uncertainty in model
representations of sea ice impact on larger-scale climate. Under sea ice or within
regions of recent sea ice melt, the surface sea ice cap or surface freshwater lens
are expected to suppress mixing and submesoscale energetics. However, sea ice
melt and associated freshwater fluxes (Abernathey et al., 2016; Haumann et al.,
2016; Pellichero et al., 2018) can also strengthen lateral buoyancy gradients,
stimulating submesoscale flows.

High-resolution observations using autonomous platforms at the edge of the
Antarctic sea ice have revealed sub-kilometer sized submesoscale fronts, hy-
pothesized to be driven by the stirring of the fresher surface layer by mesoscale
eddies, which remain active throughout the spring-summer melt season (Swart
et al., 2020; Giddy et al., 2021). These upper-ocean flows are shown to be intri-
cately coupled to surface winds: strong winds (storms) increase shear stresses,
which drive mixing and reduce lateral buoyancy gradients (Swart et al., 2020).
Scientific tags attached to elephant seals have been used to identify the pres-
ence of submesoscale flows under sea ice in the middle of winter: Biddle and
Swart (2020) postulated that during sea ice formation, brine-rejection-induced
convective mixing can erode the halocline and introduce lateral buoyancy gradi-
ents that catalyze submesoscale motions. Similarly, the presence of leads (gaps
between sea ice floes; e.g. Fons and Kurtz, 2019) allows for lateral heterogeneity
in ocean-atmosphere interaction that adjusts the surface buoyancy and stresses,
promoting both convective and submesoscale-induced mixing (Figure 12.2).
Whether these processes are intermittent or quasi-permanent, they are likely to
generate vertical fluxes of heat and salt (Thomas et al., 2008) that will alter the
buoyancy and heat budget of the upper ocean, further adjusting sea ice melt and
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formation rates. This is especially relevant in the Antarctic marginal ice zone
and especially at the Antarctic Shelf break, where warm and salty Circumpolar
Deep Water (CDW) lies closely under the surface mixed layer, increasing the
potential for water mass transformation. Furthermore, recent observations in the
Ross Gyre reveal the presence of double-diffusive staircase structures underlying
the surface mixed layer and the potential for these processes to regulate sea ice
thickness (Bebieva and Speer, 2019), suggesting the feedback between sea ice
and mixing in these systems. (See Chapter 11 for further discussion on double
diffusion in ice-covered regimes.)

Flow-topography interactions occurring under sea ice can enhance upward
heat transport and generate eddies that exert divergent strain on the sea ice cover
(see Kurtakoti et al., 2018) causing the sea ice thickness to decrease and on
sporadic occasions initiating open-water polynyas (Figure 12.2), such as those
documented in the Weddell Sea (Gordon, 1978; Holland, 2001). This, together
with intense winter storm conditions and a frigid overlying atmosphere, results
in a loss of surface buoyancy, generating vigorous convective mixing and over-
turning (Wilson et al., 2019), with heat and saline waters (CDW) lying just below
the cold surface layer (Gordon, 1978). Most recently, the Maud Rise polynya in
2016 and 2017 was fortuitously sampled by Argo floats deployed as part of the
Southern Ocean Carbon and Climate Observations and Modeling (SOCCOM)
project. These observations showed periods of absent vertical stratification
(near-zero buoyancy frequency) reflecting recent mixing with the winter surface
waters, as well as intermediate layer water mass intrusions resembling subme-
soscale coherent vortices at significant depth (Campbell et al., 2019; Swart et al.,
2018b). In addition, the effect of thermobaricity (Akitomo, 1999) may have
modulated the depth of mixing by supplying additional kinetic energy to plumes
descending across the pycnocline. In combination, the processes occurring in
polynyas short-circuit conventional pathways to water mass transformation and
ventilation by connecting the surface boundary layer with the abyssal ocean
through exceptionally high rates of deep (4000 m) winter convection (Martinson
and Iannuzzi, 1998).

12.4 INTERIOR MIXING: REGIONAL AND MESOSCALE PROCESSES

12.4.1 Foundations: Southern Ocean eddy pathways

The characteristics of lateral mixing in the Southern Ocean are apparent from
any snapshot of two key physical properties: variability in the ocean’s sea sur-
face height (SSH) distribution and the tilt of Southern Ocean isopycnals as they
plunge from the base of the surface boundary layer into the ocean interior at
the ACC’s northern boundary. These two properties are intricately linked and a
signature of the importance of the eddy variability that dominates interior mix-
ing in the Southern Ocean. At all longitudes, SSH increases broadly from south
to north across the ACC with a slope of a couple millimeters per kilometer —
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sufficient to support the strongest current in the global circulation system. Yet
this SSH slope, which provides information on the surface circulation through
geostrophic balance, is far from uniform across the ACC. In certain locations,
SSH undergoes a few abrupt jumps from south to north, separated by flat regions
hundreds of kilometers wide. In other regions, the meridional profile of SSH is
evocative of a washboard, rising northward in a series of bumps and wiggles.
Measurements made from satellite altimeters have been the primary tool for
studying mesoscale mixing in the Southern Ocean (e.g. Hughes and Ash, 2001),
revealing how contours of SSH meander and pinch off in coherent vortices, peri-
odically compress together and fan out to accommodate the complex bathymetry
below.

The spatial distribution of SSH is mirrored in an inverse sense by the south-
to-north deepening of density surfaces in the ACC. Although isopycnal surfaces
are more difficult to observe than SSH, hydrographic transects show that they
often appear as a staircase with regions of risers and steps providing a signature
of the sinuous jets that comprise the ACC system. This complex topology of
the Southern Ocean SSH and density field provides insight into the various
mechanisms by which properties are stirred and advected laterally and vertically
across the Southern Ocean and will be the primary focus of this section.

Throughout the ocean, mesoscale dynamics are critical for the adiabatic, or
along-isopycnal, stirring of tracers (see Chapter 9). While in most regions adi-
abatic stirring is synonymous with lateral transport, mesoscale processes take
on an added importance in the Southern Ocean. The isopycnal tilt across the
ACC provides a large source of available potential energy (APE) that sustains
the relatively high levels of eddy kinetic energy (EKE) in the Southern Ocean.
This density structure and the associated baroclinic transport of the ACC ap-
pears remarkably insensitive to climate forcing due to the interplay between
the mechanical source of APE from the wind stress and baroclinic instability
that persistently converts APE to kinetic energy in the form of mesoscale ed-
dies (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Marshall et al., 2017). Critically for
the climate system, the sustained tilting of isopycnals provides a pathway for
adiabatic advection and stirring to transport tracers vertically through the water
column and thus ventilate the deep ocean interior in the absence of diabatic
mixing of surface and subsurface waters (see also the more extended discussions
in Chapters 2 and 3).

There are two mechanisms by which spatially and temporally varying eddies
may transport a tracer C across the ACC within a density class with a thickness
h. A meridional isopycnal flux can be decomposed as follows:

vhC

h
= v′h′

C

h
+ v′C ′ +

v′h′C ′

h
, (12.1)

where v is the meridional velocity, overbars indicate a zonal and/or temporal
average over scales larger than the characteristic eddy scale, primes indicate a
deviation from the average, and we have assumed that v = 0. The triple cor-
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relation term on the right-hand side of (12.1) is typically assumed to be small.
The first term on the right-hand side arises from the correlation of velocity
fluctuations and buoyancy anomalies, or equivalently thickness anomalies, that
gives rise to a mass or volume transport (Marshall and Radko, 2003; Marshall
and Speer, 2012). When combined with the background tracer distribution, this
gives rise to an eddy advective flux, typically represented in coarse resolution
numerical simulations by the Gent and McWilliams (1990) parameterization.
Note that this eddy thickness flux supports both upwelling and downwelling
branches of the overturning circulation, which in steady state, is determined by
the combined distribution of the surface buoyancy and the surface buoyancy
flux fields (Marshall, 1997; Marshall and Radko, 2003; Abernathey et al., 2016).
The second term on the right of (12.1) indicates that even when the overturn-
ing circulation is weak (e.g. wind and eddy overturning circulations balance),
eddy stirring along density surfaces will homogenize tracer distributions via
down-gradient tracer fluxes (Abernathey and Ferreira, 2015), most commonly
parameterized as an eddy diffusivity (Redi, 1982).

An important and active research question asks whether these density lay-
ers act as adiabatic pathways or whether they are “leaky.” Diabatic mixing is
discussed in section 12.5, and is a key component of the Southern Ocean cir-
culation, especially where strong frontal circulations interact with topographic
features. Nevertheless, mixing processes in the upper part of the ACC are typ-
ically assumed to be largely adiabatic, although some studies have questioned
this assumption (Sun et al., 2018). The case for weak modification in the upper
ACC is provided by Nikurashin and Vallis (2011) who argued from a scaling
analysis that the residence time of a fluid parcel as it traverses the ACC is short
compared to the time scales associated with vertical displacement due to diapy-
cnal mixing. In the following subsection, we explore the processes that enable
tracers to spread along density surfaces. While the discussion above emphasizes
a two-dimensional (depth-latitude) framework, the combination of a heteroge-
neous distribution of EKE with a strong zonal mean flow implies that mixing is
an intermittent process as water parcels trace out complicated three-dimensional
trajectories spiraling both toward and away fromAntarctica (Tamsitt et al., 2017).

12.4.2 Mixing and coherent structures: Adiabatic recipes for South-
ern Ocean mixing

Progress on the dynamical properties of the ACC has taken advantage of its
circumpolar nature, decomposing the flow into zonal averages and departures
from thismean, as in (12.1) above. Strikingly, the distribution of EKE throughout
the entire Southern Ocean is patchy and strongly influenced by the interaction of
frontal currents with topographic features. Through the use of satellite altimetry
data, key features of the EKE distribution have been studied (e.g. Gille and Kelly,
1996). The bathymetry of the Southern Ocean varies across a range of scales,
but there are a discrete number of topographic features that enforce a significant
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deviation in the ACC’s zonal flow. These include the Scotia Arc, the Southwest
Indian Ridge, Kerguelen Plateau, Macquarie Ridge and Campbell Plateau, and
the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge. At each of these locations, EKE is elevated in the
lee of the topographic feature and suppressed in front of the feature (Witter and
Chelton, 1998). The region of enhanced EKE typically extends 500 to 1000 km
downstream of the topography, encompassing a region that is nearly an order
of magnitude larger than a typical coherent mesoscale eddy (Lu and Speer,
2010). The mean flow in these elevated EKE regions is often associated with
meridional displacements of the ACC streamlines (contours of SSH) that are
largely steady, leading to their distinction as standing meanders that have been
compared to atmospheric storm tracks (Abernathey and Cessi, 2014; Bischoff
and Thompson, 2014; Chapman et al., 2015).

Explanations for the elevated EKE within standing meanders have focused
on the role of baroclinic instability. Steering of the mean flow by bathymetry
generates a standing meander that locally increases lateral buoyancy gradients
in the vicinity of the ridge and provides an enhanced source of APE that feeds
eddy growth (Fig. 12.3a; Abernathey and Cessi, 2014). Additionally, standing
meanders can sustain a mean-flow configuration with a substantial meridional
component (Fig. 12.4). These non-zonal flows are susceptible to linear instabil-
ities that grow faster than unstable modes of purely zonal flows (Smith, 2007).
The distribution of EKE is also shaped by the propagation of the growing in-
stability as it is advected downstream by the mean flow (Pierrehumbert, 1984;
Bracco and Pedlosky, 2003). Enhancement of the lateral buoyancy gradients
in and around standing meanders is a consequence of conservation of potential
vorticity that squeezes the mean flow as it flows northward and over shallower
bathymetry (Patmore et al., 2019). This structure not only increases the baro-
clinicity of the flow, but also results in strong horizontal velocity shear on the
flanks of the frontal current that can lead to barotropically unstable flow con-
figurations. Both Youngs et al. (2017) and Barthel et al. (2017) have argued
that close to topographic features, barotropic or mixed barotropic-baroclinic
instabilities can dominate over baroclinic instability. The distinction between
EKE generated from these two different instabilities has implications for both
the energy budget and the large-scale stratification of the ACC. For instance, the
release of potential energy via baroclinic instability gives rise to eddy buoyancy
fluxes that support the vertical transfer of momentum from the ocean surface to
the seafloor via interfacial form stress (Treguier and McWilliams, 1990; Olbers
et al., 2004) (Fig 12.4), whereas barotropic instabilities are mediated by eddy
momentum fluxes (Youngs et al., 2017). The localization of eddy fluxes also im-
pacts the closure of the Southern Ocean meridional overturning circulation. The
large-scale balance between wind- and eddy-overturning cells that comprises the
zonally averaged residual arises from localized regions where eddies dominate
and isopycnal tilt is relaxed, followed by regions where Ekman overturning dom-
inates and isopycnals steepen again (Thompson and Naveira Garabato, 2014).
Finally, Mazloff et al. (2013) argued that a third component, separate from the
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wind/eddy cells, arises from the outcropping of isopycnals at the sea surface and
bathymetric features. This outcropping allows for the development of time-mean
pressure gradients and a mean geostrophic gradients, which in the presence of
strong boundary diabatic processes, can make a substantial contribution to the
total overturning. Mazloff et al. (2013) suggested that this mean component is
indeed dominant following a large cancellation of the other terms; it would be
of interest to re-visit this analysis using a fully eddy-resolving simulation.

The shaping of the EKE distribution by flow–topography interactions high-
lights the finding that lateral transport across the ACC is an intermittent process.
An understanding of spatial variations in Southern Ocean mixing properties
arose, in part, to reconcile observed patchy EKE distributions with traditional
methods of defining Southern Ocean fronts as circumpolar features (Orsi et al.,
1995; Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009). Marshall et al. (2006) used altimetry-derived
surface velocities to advect a passive tracer and arrived at a near-surface eddy dif-
fusivity estimate using an “effective diffusivity” approach that quantifies tracer-
contour complexity. This study found an eddy diffusivity that varied between
500 and 2000 m2 s−1 with the magnitude of the eddy diffusivity inversely pro-
portional to the strength of interior potential vorticity gradients. This approach
provided a distribution of eddy diffusivities as a function of streamline, or SSH
contour, but did not allow for along-stream variations in mixing properties. Fer-
rari and Nikurashin (2010) updated this approach by showing that strong mean
flows can suppress the rate of eddy mixing and reduce the magnitude of the eddy
diffusivity. Qualitatively, Ferrari and Nikurashin (2010) argued that a strong
mean flow can effectively advect tracers downstream on time scales that are
fast compared to the time needed to erode tracer gradients by the background
eddy field. Quantitatively, this study provided an expression for the magnitude
of the eddy diffusivity that accounted for the local magnitude of EKE and the
background mean flow, both obtained from satellite altimetry observations, and
was validated against the effective diffusivity approach. Their map of eddy dif-
fusivities in the Southern Ocean revised earlier estimates (Keffer and Holloway,
1988; Stammer, 1998) to show that the suppression of the eddy diffusivity only
occurs outside of standing meanders (Fig. 12.3b). Naveira Garabato et al. (2011)
and Roach et al. (2016) observationally estimated the eddy diffusivity from re-
peat hydrographic section and Argo float trajectories respectively, finding that in
most regions, ACC jets suppress eddy diffusivities, but exceptions occur along
transects near major bathymetric features – regions they labeled “leaky jets.”

Progress on the quantification of an eddy diffusivity in the Southern Ocean
coincided with a reevaluation of how to identify and classify Southern Ocean
jets (Chapman, 2014). While altimetric observations provided a comprehensive
view of the multiple-jet structure of the ACC (Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009), these
were still defined as circumpolar features, linked to contours of SSH. Thomp-
son et al. (2010), using model output from a high-resolution ocean simulation,
argued that near topographic features, coherent jets break down but re-emerge
further downstream. The regions of jet rearrangement were collocated with the
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high EKE regions in the lee of topography. Both diagnosed eddy fluxes from
idealized numerical simulations (MacCready and Rhines, 2001) as well as the
advection of passive particles with satellite-derived surface velocities (Thomp-
son and Sallée, 2012) offer evidence that standing meander regions are sites of
enhanced meridional exchange. This finding has subsequently been supported
by the analysis of cross-front transport of tracers and Lagrangian particles in
high-resolution numerical models (Fig. 12.3c; Dufour et al., 2015; Tamsitt
et al., 2017).

The previous discussion focused onmixing properties of theACC, butmixing
and stirring in the Southern Ocean’s subpolar gyres and at the Antarctic margins
are also critical as they regulate upwelling and downwelling branches of the
overturning circulation’s lower cell (Orsi et al., 1999; Gordon et al., 2001; Vernet
et al., 2019). The two major Southern Hemisphere subpolar gyres, the Weddell
and theRossGyres, are forced by a large-scale cyclonicwind-stress curl, and their
interior dynamics follow Sverdrup balance in which a poleward flow is closed
by equatorward western boundary currents (Gordon et al., 1981). Yet, these
gyres are also distinct from their low-latitude counterparts. First, the subpolar
gyres are strongly constrained by topography along their northern and southern
boundaries, not just to east and west. Furthermore, these gyres participate in
the global overturning circulation in ways that the subtropical and Northern
Hemisphere subpolar gyres do not. In the gyres of the northern basins, most
of the recirculation occurs above the thermocline and does not participate in
the pole-to-pole overturning (Wolfe and Cessi, 2011). In contrast, the Southern
Ocean subpolar gyres are the primary pathway by which volume and water
mass properties are exchanged between the southern boundary of the ACC
and Antarctica’s continental shelf. The shelf is a site of strong water mass
transformation processes, including the formation of AABW, which fuels the
ocean’s deep overturning (see following section). A new frontier in Southern
Ocean research is the impact of mesoscale dynamics on both the long-termmean
and variability of the subpolar gyres. Some of this work is influenced by Arctic
studies: the Beaufort Gyre’s mean density structure is set by eddy fluxes largely
generated from boundary currents (Meneghello et al., 2017; Manucharyan and
Spall, 2016). This process has also been highlighted in the Weddell Gyre as
being key to setting gyre variability over seasonal to inter-annual timescales
(Su et al., 2014). In Southern Ocean subpolar gyres, eddy generation is tightly
linked to the dynamics of boundary currents over the continental shelf that also
regulate heat transport toward Antarctica’s floating ice shelves, although as the
gyres’ northern boundaries coincide with the ACC, lateral eddy fluxes are likely
also critical for setting long-term properties (Roach and Speer, 2019).

The impact of gyre variability on the climate system relates to the ventilation
of deep water masses, in particular in the Weddell Gyre, on interannual to
seasonal time scales (Gordon et al., 2010). Variations in wind-stress curl have
been hypothesized to vertically displace isopycnals in the gyre interior and
modify the range of density classes that either incrop on topographic ridges to
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the north of the gyre or permit an adiabatic pathway into the southern ACC
(Meredith et al., 2008). Su et al. (2014) introduced an idealized model of a
subpolar gyre, borrowing ideas from the residual mean theory developed in
zonal channels. Similar to zonally symmetric geometries, both mean (wind-
driven) and eddy circulations contribute to the density structure of the gyre. In
the gyre interior, isopycnals are displaced vertically by surface Ekman pumping,
which leads tomodifications in lateral density gradients and associatedmesoscale
eddy buoyancy fluxes near the gyre boundary. Su et al. (2014) tested various
parameterizations of mesoscale eddy diffusivity, in particular accounting for
mixing suppression by topographic slopes (Isachsen, 2011), and found that
eddy variability can explain moored observations of phasing in temperature and
salinity over the continental slope in response to a seasonally varying wind stress
(Gordon et al., 2010; Dotto et al., 2018).

The transport of heat around the subpolar gyres also impacts the delivery
of warm water toward the margins of Antarctica and ultimately to the conti-
nental shelf where interactions with floating ice shelves and sea ice provide a
closure of the overturning circulation. A key dynamical gateway for this pole-
ward transport of heat is the continental shelf break, where topographic flow
constraints over the shelf and slope combine with a strong frontal structure to
establish the Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) and an associated along-slope current
(Jacobs, 1991; Thompson et al., 2018). Traditionally, the exchange of heat and
other tracers across the ASF was assumed to be dominated by Ekman trans-
port in surface and bottom boundary layers (e.g. Gill, 1973), yet the advent of
higher resolution observations from ship-based, autonomous, and instrumented
seal data sets revealed that (i) the ASF is a turbulent and variable circulation
feature and (ii) eddy fluxes are critical for closing momentum, buoyancy, and
tracer budgets. In perhaps the earliest study to argue for the importance of
eddy mixing at the Antarctic margins, Nøst et al. (2011) used an insightful
combination of observations and high-resolution numerical modeling to show
that the inflow of warm Circumpolar Deep Water across the Eastern Weddell
Sea continental shelf break is dominated by eddy transport. The interplay be-
tween wind and eddy overturning circulations was examined more explicitly in
an idealized zonally symmetric modeling framework by Stewart and Thompson
(2013), who highlighted the suppression of eddy mixing over the continental
slope (Isachsen, 2011). This study, as well as a subsequent analysis of glider
data in the northwestern Weddell Sea (Thompson et al., 2014), argued that the
eddy-induced onshore transport of CDW was due to eddy thickness fluxes, v′h′
(see 12.1). The establishment of strong along-isopycnal temperature gradients
due to the proximity of CDW and colder water masses on the shelf implies that
eddy stirring can also contribute to the eddy heat flux. Indeed, Palóczy et al.
(2018) found that stirring along isopycnal surfaces dominated the heat transport
across the continental slope in a 0.1◦ coupled ocean–sea ice simulations. The
importance of eddy transport is also supported by measurements from the West
Antarctic Peninsula (WAP), which, due to its proximity to research stations and
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a LTER (Long Term Ecological Research) program, has been well observed.
Here, mesoscale eddies have emerged as the most prominent mechanism of heat
delivery to the WAP shelf (Dinniman et al., 2011; Martinson and McKee, 2012;
Brearley et al., 2019), in particular at Marguerite Trough where up to 50% of
the lateral onshore heat transport of warm upper CDW to the WAP shelf was
attributed to coherent eddies (Couto et al., 2017).

A consistent message from numerical simulations of the Antarctic margins
is that resolution of scales smaller than the Rossby deformation radius on the
shelf, typically less than 5 km, is required to fully represent eddy mixing and
transport processes, (St-Laurent et al., 2013; Stewart and Thompson, 2015;
Dinniman et al., 2016). Recent simulations, carried out over a short period of
time but with an extremely high 1/48◦ resolution, indicate that for almost all
regions around Antarctica, the total transport of heat across the shelf break is
well described by the eddy component, although this remarkably arises from
a near-complete cancellation between large mean-flow and tidal contributions
to the heat transport (Stewart et al., 2018). Tidal and eddy contributions were
delimited by time scales shorter than and longer than 1 day, respectively. While
earlier studies have focused on wind forcing to explore modulation of mixing
and eddy transport at the shelf break, recent studies have highlighted how shelf
processes can modify frontal properties at the shelf break and feed back on
cross-slope transport (Hattermann, 2018; Daae et al., 2020).

12.5 INTERIOR MIXING: CLOSING THE BUDGETS THROUGH TUR-
BULENCE AT THE SMALLEST SCALES

12.5.1 Foundations

Isopycnals associated with the denser LCDW and AABW of the lower overturn-
ing branch (Fig. 12.1) do not outcrop in regions of positive surface buoyancy
forcing. They instead rely on interior diabatic processes to converge buoyancy
in the deep ocean, producing lighter waters that can upwell and return to the
surface, as illustrated in Fig. 12.5 (Orsi et al., 1999, 2002; Naveira Garabato
et al., 2007; Mashayek et al., 2015). Since AABW gradually flows northward
forming the deepest component of the global overturning circulation (e.g. John-
son, 2008), without cross-density exchanges the global oceans would gradually
fill up with cold dense waters, largely dissociated from the surface ocean and
atmosphere. In this section we outline the dominant processes responsible for
the diabatic return of the bottom waters of the Southern Ocean, and we discuss
the critical role that abyssal Southern Ocean mixing may play in controlling the
overturning circulation, thereby influencing the global climate system (see also
Chapter 2).
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12.5.2 Recent Findings: Sub-surface diapycnal mixing pathways in
the Southern Ocean

The dissipation of wind, tidal, and geothermal energy powers interior mixing
and abyssal diapycnal upwelling in the ocean. In the Southern Ocean, the energy
input from internal tides and geothermal heat fluxes is weak compared to that
from standing internal waves, or lee waves (de Lavergne et al., 2016). Lee waves,
generated by the interaction of bottom flow with seabed topography, transport
energy from the large-scale, wind-driven circulation to turbulent scales when
they break, giving rise to diapycnal mixing in the ocean interior (Fig. 12.4; see
also Chapter 6; Bell, 1975; Thorpe, 2005; Cusack et al., 2017). Of the ∼1 TW of
wind power that is transferred into geostrophic ocean currents globally (Wunsch,
1998; von Storch et al., 2007), a significant fraction, estimated between 0.15 TW
and 0.75 TW, is transmitted into lee waves (Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2011; Scott
et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2014; Melet et al., 2014; Trossman et al., 2016; Yang
et al., 2018). Lee wave energy flux estimates are generated by applying linear
lee wave theory (Bell, 1975) to global distributions of topographic roughness,
near-bottom stratification, and current speeds. Importantly, approximately half
of the total global lee wave energy flux occurs in the Southern Ocean where
the strong deep flow and intense eddy activity of the ACC interact with regions
of rough topography (Gille and Kelly, 1996). Lee waves, characterized by
short vertical scales, tend to break close to their generation sites and dissipate
within 1 km of the topography, making this process an important source of
abyssal mixing (see Chapter 6; Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2010b,a). More refined
estimates of the proportion of lee wave energy that dissipates locally is still an
open question (Waterman et al., 2014; Kunze and Lien, 2019). The bottom-
enhanced mixing signature associated with lee wave breaking is evident in depth
profiles of turbulent dissipation within energetic regions of the ACC (Fig. 12.6d;
see also St. Laurent et al., 2013; Waterman et al., 2013; Sheen et al., 2013).

Southern Ocean abyssal mixing is by no means spatially or temporally homo-
geneous. Mixing hotspots are found in regions characterized by rough topogra-
phy and intensemesoscale eddy flow, particularly at frontal locations: exactly the
conditions where one might expect enhanced lee wave generation. Further evi-
dence of the role of lee wave activity in generating abyssal mixing in the Southern
Ocean is provided by the measurement of vigorous, upward-propagating, sub-
inertial internal wave energy at mixing hotspots (e.g. Waterman et al., 2013;
Brearley et al., 2013; Sheen et al., 2013; Meyer et al., 2015, 2016). Such
mixing hotspots include Kerguelen Plateau, Drake Passage and the Scotia Sea
(Naveira Garabato et al., 2004; Sloyan, 2005; St. Laurent et al., 2013; Waterman
et al., 2013;Meyer et al., 2015; Sheen et al., 2013). Thus, topographic features in
the Southern Ocean shape surface mixing properties (section 12.3), cross-front
transport in the interior (section 12.4), as well as deep diabatic mixing.

In addition to lee waves having patchy spatial distributions, they also show
temporally variable radiation and breaking, as indicated by mooring and other
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time-series data. This variability is due to changes in the strength and position
of the background flow and to surface eddy activity over climatic timescales
(Brearley et al., 2013; Sheen et al., 2014). Much of the observational evidence
for the role of lee-wave-driven mixing in the Southern Ocean cited here is the
output of two landmark field programs: the Southern Ocean FINEstructure
(SOFINE) project and the Diapycnal and Isopycnal Mixing Experiment in the
Southern Ocean (DIMES). See Case Study Box for an overview of the DIMES
program.

The energy associated with breaking internal waves both produces heating
through viscous dissipation, ε , and changes the potential energy of the water
column bymixing, represented by a turbulent buoyancy flux, Fρ = −(g/ρ0)w′ρ′,
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, ρ0 is the mean density, and w′ρ′ is the
time-averaged correlation between the vertical velocity and density fluctuations.
These two energy pathways are related by the mixing efficiency, Γ = Fρ/ε ,
which is generally taken to be a constant equal to 0.2 (Gregg et al., 2018). The
diapycnal velocity induced by a buoyancy flux, w∗, is related to both the vertical
gradient of the turbulent buoyancy flux, Fρ, and the vertical stratification, N2,
such that

w∗ = −
1

N2
∂Fρ
∂z
= −

1
N2

∂(Γε)

∂z
. (12.2)

Thus, for a constant mixing efficiency, a dissipation (ε) profile that increases/de-
creases with depth acts to drive transport toward higher/lower densities (inset in
Fig. 12.5; see also e.g. Polzin et al., 1997; St. Laurent et al., 2001; McDougall
and Ferrari, 2017). On initial inspection, this relationship would suggest that the
characteristic Southern Ocean bottom-intensified viscous dissipation associated
with lee wave generation and breaking would result in an overall cross-density
downwelling, rather than lightening LCDWs and bottom waters, as required to
close the overturning circulation. One approach to resolving this apparent in-
consistency is to assume that the mixing efficiency, Γ, decays to zero close to
the ocean floor to satisfy a no density-flux boundary condition, Fρ = 0 (Polzin
et al., 1997; St. Laurent et al., 2001; Ferrari et al., 2016; de Lavergne et al.,
2016); although turbulent dissipation, ε , may be enhanced near the seabed, due
to the weak stratification, here there can be little density flux, i.e. you cannot
mix water that is already well-mixed. The result is a narrow turbulent boundary
layer whereby Γε decreases with depth. The associated diapycnal flow, w∗, will
act parallel to the boundary (since isopycnals will intersect the ocean floor at
right angles due to the no-flux boundary condition), and water within the bottom
boundary layer will cross to lighter density layers and upwell (Fig. 12.5). To
assess the net abyssal diapycnal upwelling over basin scales, the shape of the
ocean floor must be considered: the area of interaction between the seafloor and
water of a particular density will determine the overall turbulent buoyancy flux
experienced (de Lavergne et al., 2017; Holmes et al., 2018). Ferrari et al. (2016),
for example, show that in numerical models the diapycnal upwelling of LCDW
and AABW preferentially occurs where the associated density layers intersect
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with continental margins and abyssal ridges. The resultant boundary layer up-
welling is found to be sufficient to overcome the diapycnal downwelling within
the stratified ocean interior and hence close the abyssal overturning circulation.
Parameterized mixing calculations by de Lavergne et al. (2016) support these re-
sults, reporting that lee-waves in the Southern Ocean drive both upwelling of the
bottom-most waters along topographic features and widespread downwelling in
overlying water masses. Mashayek et al. (2017b) also challenged the assumption
of a constant mixing efficiency above the bottom boundary layer, demonstrating
that potential variations in Γ result in a leading order difference to the abyssal
branch of the overturning circulation. Despite recent progress in assessing the
processes that drive upwelling in the Southern Ocean abyss, bottom boundary
layer observations are scarce, and theories are still very much actively devel-
oping. We refer the reader to Chapter 7 for a comprehensive discussion of the
current thinking on mixing at the ocean’s bottom boundary.

Lee-wave-enhanced, near-boundary dissipation within the Southern Ocean
also influences tracer distributions. The overall mixing experienced by a tracer
is dependent not only on the geographic distribution of mixing, but also the
proportion of time spent in regions of varyingmixing intensities. By considering
lateral advection, stirring and topographic steering of a tracer field, Mashayek
et al. (2017a) showed that the tracer residency time spent in topographic mixing
hotspots is enhanced in the Southern Ocean. This result explained the seemingly
low values of observed ‘snapshot’ measurements of diapycnal mixing when
compared to the time-averaged mixing experienced by a tracer (See the DIMES
Case Study box for further details).

In addition to bottom-enhanced lee wave breaking, several other mechanisms
have been reported as important contributors to subsurface diabatic motion in
the Southern Ocean. These mechanisms include tidal boundary mixing and
entrainment into plumes (Silvester et al., 2014; Orsi et al., 2002; Daae et al.,
2019). Mixing can also be catalyzed by other near-boundary processes such as
topographically generated submesoscale flows, as found byRuan et al. (2017) and
later linked to enhanced turbulent dissipation by Naveira Garabato et al. (2019),
along the Antarctic continental slope, resulting in the transformation of LCDW
into lighter water masses (see also Chapter 8). Klymak (2018) and Klymak et al.
(2021) also highlighted the potential importance of turbulence generated by near-
bottom flow over topographic scales too large to emit propagating internal waves.
The blocking, steering and hydraulic effects associated with large topographic
obstacles could represent a dominant pathway for the removal and dissipation of
energy from the mean flow in the Southern Ocean. The inhomogeneous nature
of interior mixing associated with large-amplitude topography (generally in the
lee of large obstacles) presents a challenge to observational sampling.

In summary, a new picture is emerging of a complex pattern of abyssal mix-
ing and tracer distribution within the Southern Ocean, set by the geography of
both the stirring and steering of eddies and currents, and the topographically
induced upwelling and interior downwelling in relation to water mass distribu-
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tions. In particular, the processes outlined above could indicate a more vigorous
connection or ‘short-circuiting’ between the upper and lower branches of the
overturning circulation than previously thought (Naveira Garabato et al., 2007;
McDougall and Ferrari, 2017; Mashayek et al., 2017b,a).

12.6 GRAND CHALLENGES

Targeted field campaigns and modeling studies of the past decade have substan-
tially increased our understanding of turbulent processes in the Southern Ocean
and of their impact on the Earth system as a whole. Despite recent advances,
the processes that control the strength and pathways of the abyssal overturning,
as well as the exchange between the upper and lower branches, remain unclear.
Such knowledge gaps highlight the need for accurate mapping of both the spatial
and the temporal variability of adiabaticmixing, and its driving processes, within
the Southern Ocean. Field programs such as DIMES have been game-changers
in advancing our understanding of Southern Ocean physics, both in terms of
acquiring new measurements and in informing modeling studies (e.g. Tulloch
et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Ferrari et al., 2016). However, the remote, harsh
conditions associated with the Southern Ocean, particularly during the winter
months, make shipboard measurements challenging. Emerging technologies
such as autonomous instrumentation, gliders and floats, along with international
collaborative programswill likely play a vital role in better constraining Southern
Ocean mixing (Meredith et al., 2013).

Here we identify a few priorities for future research directions, targeting
specific processes, i.e. upper-ocean turbulence and watermass transformation,
along-isopycnal adiabatic mixing, and interior mixing, and opportunities for
probing links between these mixing processes to assess how the components of
the system work together.

At the ocean surface, challenges center around sampling small-scale and in-
termittent processes. This includes finding ways to sample regional variations
throughout the year to probe how Southern Ocean basin asymmetries and lati-
tudinal differences (Sallée et al., 2010) contribute to spatial variations in ocean
mixing. Key processes that require further study include the impact of waves
and Langmuir circulation on air-sea exchange as well as mechanisms that govern
property exchange between the mixed layer and the thermocline. In particular,
GCM simulations typically have mixed layers that are shallower, fresher, and
warmer than observations, resulting in a stronger density contrast between the
mixed layer and the thermocline below that is likely to impede vertical exchange
(Belcher et al., 2012; Sallée et al., 2013). The marginal ice zone presents its
own challenges, and there is a specific need to explore the impact of sea ice on
the upper ocean and to obtain direct mixing estimates within and under sea ice.
Observations are necessary to improve and validate the representation of these
processes in climate models, which have traditionally had significant biases in
polar regions (Heuzé et al., 2013).
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Deep-water mass conversion, especially along the bottom boundary, presents
challenges that should receive as much attention as surface boundary layer tur-
bulence. One challenge is that mixing associated with waves that break far
away from their generation site, such as internal tides, makes tracking energy
dissipation pathways difficult (Oka and Niwa, 2013; de Lavergne et al., 2016;
Meyer et al., 2016). The recent work by Ferrari et al. (2016) suggests that a
full picture of the abyssal circulation in the Southern Ocean will require detailed
observations of turbulent boundary layer fluxes in the ocean abyss. Autonomous
vehicles have already proven useful in identifying active submesoscale flows
(Ruan et al., 2017) and enhanced diapycnal mixing (Naveira Garabato et al.,
2019) over sloping topography in the Southern Ocean. The challenge to better
understand Southern Ocean abyssal mixing requires a multi-pronged approach,
including more observations, improved theory of mixing parameterizations and
further modeling studies, and tapping into the specific mechanisms and insights
detailed in other chapters of this book.

Improved observations, theory and models will feed into a more accurate
mapping of the spatial patchiness and temporal evolution of interior and abyssal
mixing in the Southern Ocean. Such developments will be key to determining
the intricate water mass transport pathways within our oceans and the strength
of the abyssal overturning. In particular setting the balance between topograph-
ically focused diapycnal upwelling and interior sinking will have implications
for the diapycnal exchange of tracers and in turn ocean ventilation (Holmes
et al., 2019), carbon storage and marine biogeochemical cycling. Indeed, model
outputs are highly sensitive to differing spatial distributions of Southern Ocean
wave-breaking energy with radically different implications for ocean circulation
(Simmons et al., 2004; Saenko et al., 2012; Melet et al., 2014; Mashayek et al.,
2015, 2017a).

A final challenge is to develop a physical understanding of mixing that
acknowledges the links and feedbacks between different mixing processes. Here,
a few examples highlight contributions that help build these connections.

• Naveira Garabato et al. (2016) used a small number of direct microstructure
profiles to estimate the rates of both isopycnal and diapycnal (or isoneutral and
dianeutral) mixing across the ACC as well as the magnitude of the overturning
circulation. This study emphasized the sensitive link between small-scale
mixing and the large-scale overturning that will have a significant impact on
climate evolution in response to warming.

• Stewart and Hogg (2017) used an idealized numerical model with a topo-
graphic ridge to explore a similar link between smaller and larger scales.
They showed that modification in AABW production on the continental shelf
influences the outflow of this dense water across the ACC, which in turn
modifies the density structure of the deep western boundary current on the
downstream side of the topographic ridge and influences eddy fluxes. This
change has a signature in the SSHfield, suggesting the potential formonitoring
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near-coast changes via altimetry in the future.
• Finally, Dufour et al. (2017) completed centennial-scale global simulations

under pre-industrial forcing at two resolutions. The high-resolution (0.1◦)
simulation produced intermittent polynyas in the Weddell Sea, while the
coarser resolution simulation did not.

All of these studies offer insight into the sensitive balance between small-scale
processes and large-scale circulations in the Southern Ocean, and they suggest
approaches that should be further explored in future research. Understanding
these interactions over decadal-to-centennial timescales is a critical challenge for
the accurate prediction of future climate. Improvements in physical understand-
ing and model representations of Southern Ocean mixing will directly impact
the fidelity of projections for future ocean heat and carbon storage as well as the
structure and strength of the MOC in different climate regimes.

DIMES CASE STUDY BOX

Foundations

DIMES (The Diapycnal and Isopycnal Mixing Experiment in the Southern
Ocean) was an extensive UK/US field program aimed at quantifying both the
cross-density (diapycnal) and along density (isopycnal) mixing in the South-
ern Ocean. The project’s motivation stemmed from a severe lack of in situ
observations of Southern Ocean mixing and its driving processes, crucial to
understanding the strength and structure of both the upper and lower limbs of the
MOC. DIMES was located in the eastern Pacific and western Atlantic sectors
of the ACC, providing a comparison of the mixing in two contrasting regions:
the more quiescent, smooth-bottomed southeast Pacific; and the energetic Drake
Passage and Scotia Sea, characterized by vigorous mesoscale eddy flow and
rough topography (Fig. 12.6a).

The backbone of the DIMES programwas a tracer release experiment. A par-
cel of inert, non-natural chemical CF3SF5 was released along a density surface at
a depth of 1300 m in the southeast Pacific in 2009. Following the release, annual
research cruises between 2009 and 2013 were scheduled to track the advection
of the tracer as it progressed downstream through Drake Passage and the Scotia
Sea as well as its subsequent dispersal in both along and across density surfaces.
The cross-density spread of the tracer was measured at multiple locations during
each cruise, from which the mean diapycnal diffusivity experienced along the
tracer path since its release could be computed (Ledwell et al., 2011; Watson
et al., 2014). A total of 210 isopycnal-following “RAFOS” floats, tracked us-
ing acoustic sound sources, were deployed to evaluate along-isopycnal stirring
and mixing processes (LaCasce et al., 2014; Balwada et al., 2016). Vertical
profiles of “on the spot” turbulent dissipation rates, ε , were also collected us-
ing microstructure profilers or VMPs (Fig. 12.6b; Chapter 14). VMPs capture
high-resolution (cm scale) vertical measurements of velocity shear, from which
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spectra can be computed and directly compared with turbulent theory via the
Batchelor (1959) spectrum to extract dissipation rates. In DIMES, microstruc-
ture turbulence observations were complemented with co-located measurements
of the kinetic and potential energy of internal waves. Internal wave energy was
extracted from velocity shear and strain spectra, computed fromfinescale vertical
measurements, O(1-100 m), of horizontal current flow, temperature and salinity,
as recorded byLADCP andCTD instruments. Moreover the direction of leewave
propagation and characteristic frequency content can be deduced from such data
(e.g. Waterman et al., 2014). Finescale measurements are too coarse to capture
small-scale turbulent motions directly; however, ε , may be derived from inter-
nal wave energy spectra using finescale parameterizations (Polzin et al., 1995).
Although approximate, the finescale parameterization method is powerful as
it enables cross-density mixing to be deduced from plentiful (and historical)
hydrographic data as collected from CTDs (as opposed to scarce and difficult
to obtain direct microstructure observations). In addition to tracer, floats, and
microstructure, the DIMES experiment included a plethora of other observation
platforms including a two-year mooring array in Drake Passage (Brearley et al.,
2013), EM-APEX floats (Kilbourne and Girton, 2015), and targeted deployment
of eXpendable CTDs to assess turbulence proxies (Frants et al., 2013).

Key Results

The DIMES data have fed into a range of both observational and modeling
studies, many of which have been outlined in this chapter. Here we cover the
key findings in relation to subsurface diapycnal and isopycnal mixing observa-
tional studies. Both tracer release and direct turbulence measurements from
microstructure profiles showed an order of magnitude increase (estimates of
turbulent dissipation, ε , ranged from 10−10 to 10−9 W kg−1) in deep mixing
between the southeast Pacific and southwest Atlantic (Fig. 12.6c,d; St. Laurent
et al., 2013; Watson et al., 2014; Sheen et al., 2013). These results support the
dominant role that topographically generated lee waves play in driving turbulent
dissipation in the Southern Ocean. In addition, higher mixing rates were found
to be associated with enhanced bottom currents, such as at frontal locations
(St. Laurent et al., 2013; Brearley et al., 2013; Sheen et al., 2013). Mixing
hotspots typically displayed enhanced turbulent dissipation within the bottom
1 km of the ocean, a characteristic signal of the topographic generation and
breaking of internal waves (Fig. 12.6d). Mixing rates were also found to be
modified by interior mesoscale features (Sheen et al., 2015).

Finescale measurements indicated that regions of enhanced mixing were
associated with more energetic, relatively high-frequency internal waves that
propagate away from the seafloor. In comparison, the upper ocean internal wave
fieldwas composed of downward propagating, near-inertial energy, characteristic
of surface generatedwind-drivenwaves (Sheen et al., 2013; Brearley et al., 2013).
The DIMES data also supported other studies in that although lee wave energy
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flux calculations and finescale estimations ofmixing are generally consistentwith
direct turbulent measurements (see Chapter 6), they can over-predict the mixing
measured directly with microstructure profilers under certain conditions, and
hence parameterization theory needs refinement (Frants et al., 2013; Waterman
et al., 2013, 2014; Sheen et al., 2013; Takahashi and Hibiya, 2019).

DIMES was unprecedented in the number of microstructure profiles that
were collected in the Southern Ocean (> 75). However, measurements still
fell short of capturing the full picture of abyssal mixing due to its spatial and
temporal variability. Finescale parameterizations help to fill in the sampling
gap. For example, the DIMES mooring array, which was deployed for a year
in Drake Passage, and the repeat Drake Passage hydrographic section SR1B,
which has been sampled annually since 1993, were used to show that Southern
Ocean abyssal mixing is dependent on surface eddy energy and hence potentially
climatic perturbations in wind forcing (Sheen et al., 2014). Another approach to
fill observational data gaps of abyssal mixing is through numerical model runs
informed by observations. Mashayek et al. (2017a) used a high-resolution ocean
model to resolve an apparent inconsistency uncovered by DIMES: the cross-
density mixing required for the observed vertical spreading of the DIMES tracer
was an order of magnitude higher than that recorded by microstructure measure-
ments of mixing at the mean tracer depth in regions of rough topography. The
model showed that efficient tracer stirring and the long residency time spent by
the tracer in stratified, near-boundary strong mixing hotspots explained the large
diapycnal diffusivities experienced by the tracer. It was found that geostrophic
eddies and the mean flow tend to stir and trap the tracer near topography. The
impact of uneven residency times in regions of high mixing on the tracer spread
could not have been captured by spot microstructure measurements.

DIMES isopycnal mixing studies explored the hypothesis that the effective
lateral diffusivity is small in the core of the ACC and enhanced at the “steering
level,” where the westward propagation of Rossby waves is balanced by the
eastward advection of the ACC (Smith and Marshall, 2009). Modeling studies,
completed early in the project, highlighted considerable nuance in the spatio-
temporal patterns of eddy mixing (e.g. Griesel et al., 2009, 2010; Abernathey
et al., 2010; Klocker et al., 2012). To assess the effect of the mean flow on the
vertical structure of lateral diffusivity, floats were targeted to drift at two depths,
∼700 m and ∼1800 m, with the tracer near 1300 m. Float observations implied
a large range of effective eddy diffusivity values in the southeast Pacific that
ranged from 2800±600 m2 s−1 at 700 m depth to 990±200 m2 s−1 at 1800 m
depth. Even lower values were associated with cross-ACC diffusivity estimates,
which were suppressed at shallower levels (690±150 m2 s−1 at 700 m depth as
compared to 1000±200 m2 s−1 at 1800 m depth), consistent with theoretical
predictions (LaCasce et al., 2014; Balwada et al., 2016). Notably, this signal
of a mid-depth maximum in cross-ACC eddy diffusivity emerged at time scales
greater than 6 months, which is significantly longer than the integral time scale
of O(10 days). An assessment of the tracer spread suggested a comparable
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diffusivity: 710±260 m2 s−1 (Tulloch et al., 2014). Finally, in the more energetic
Scotia Sea, the cross-ACC diffusivity was larger, 1200±500 m2 s−1 (Balwada
et al., 2016).

In addition to estimating the mesoscale lateral eddy diffusivity, studies also
characterized eddy stirring at scales smaller than the dominant eddy scales
(∼ 100 km). A much smaller eddy diffusivity, roughly 20 m2 s−1, was estimated
at scales of ∼10 km (Boland et al., 2015; Balwada et al., 2021). Assessing the
physical processes that give rise to these diffusivity values, Zika et al. (2020) and
Balwada et al. (2021) argued that the eddy stirring at mid-depth in this region of
the ACC is likely non-local, such that the largest eddies are primarily responsible
for stirring and filamenting the tracers (Garrett, 1983).
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FIGURE 12.1 Schematic large-scale circulation in the Southern Ocean, showing the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current (ACC) flowing eastward (black arrow), Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW)
upwelling at about the same latitude as the ACC (light blue arrow), and the upper and lower cells of
the meridional overturning circulation. Upper Circumpolar DeepWater (UCDW) advects northward
and contributes to Antarctic Intermediate Water and Mode water formation. Lower Circumpolar
DeepWater (LCDW) loses heat near Antarctica and sinks to form Antarctic BottomWater (AABW).
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FIGURE 12.2 Conceptual view of the main processes driving mixing in the upper cell of the
Southern Ocean. It includes mixing processes spanning the open-ocean ACC domains, dominated
by surface winds and waves, to the sea ice and ice shelf-impacted regions of the Southern Ocean.
An estimated scale for each mixing processes is indicated.
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FIGURE 12.3 Examples of the impact of flow-topography interactions on mixing properties and
adiabatic transport in the Southern Ocean. (a) The vertically integrated divergence of the transient
eddy heat flux (W m−2) in the ACC region, calculated from the Southern Ocean State Estimate
(SOSE). (b) Map of the eddy diffusivity [log10 (m2 s−1)] for the full Southern Ocean. This estimate
is derived from satellite altimetry-derived surface velocities and, through the use of both anomaly and
time-mean sea surface heights measurements, includes an estimate of mean-flow suppression. This
suppression is enhanced outside of standing meander regions. (c) Upwelling of passively advected
particles across the 1000 m isobar from the CM2.6 numerical simulation. Upwelling, largely linked
to lateral motion along tilted isopycnals, occurs preferentially in the lee of topographic features.
Figure adapted from Abernathey and Cessi (2014); Ferrari and Nikurashin (2010); Tamsitt et al.
(2017).
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FIGURE 12.4 Schematic showing the pathway through which wind energy is transferred through
the water column and converted into turbulent mixing through lee wave generation and breaking.
Arrow widths represent approximate relative power fluxes, with wind into geostrophic flow being
roughly 1 TW globally. About half of all global lee wave generation occurs in the Southern
Ocean. Standing meanders are regions where isopycnal and diapycnal processes are closely linked
as (adiabatic) eddy buoyancy fluxes, enhanced in the lee of topography, transfer momentum to the
deep ocean.
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FIGURE 12.5 A depth-longitude section of the Southern Ocean, including the bottom-boundary
layer (BBL, black dashed line). The BBL is shown with an exaggerated thickness to illustrate the
effect of near-boundary mixing. Lee waves (black wiggly arrows) generated at rough topography
form a region of enhanced turbulence and strong density flux, typically within 1 km of the seabed, as
is apparent on the vertical turbulent density flux profile sketched on the left of the figure. The weakly
stratified boundary layer is characterized by reduced stratification and density flux. Solid orange
arrows indicate BBL diabatic along-boundary upwelling, and solid blue arrows show the diabatic
sinking of waters in the ocean interior. Blue colored bands represent water masses of Antarctic
Intermediate Water (AAIW), Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW), Lower Circumpolar Deep
Water (LCDW) and Antarctic BottomWater (AABW), the boundaries of which delineate isopycnals
(note they intersect the seabed at right-angles to satisfy the condition of zero buoyancy flux across
the seafloor). Submesoscale flows can also catalyze near-boundary mixing, here represented by
the blue/orange arrow transforming LCDW into lighter waters. Isopycnals of waters in the upper
overturning cell (e.g. UCDW and AAIW) outcrop at the surface, allowing these lighter, adiabatically
upwelled waters (orange dashed arrow) to undergo diabatic transformation by surface processes. The
inset at bottom left illustrates howvertical variations inmixingmodify awater parcel: strongermixing
on the upper face results in more buoyancy being gained from above as compared to buoyancy lost
from below, a reduction of density, and upwelling of the parcel (and vice versa). Note that this
schematic does not include AABW formation processes and the associated down-slope flow of
bottom waters.
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FIGURE 12.6 The DIMES field program. (a) The DIMES study region with location of three of
the tracer and microstructure measurement sections marked: 1 - Section at 78 W December 2010,
2 - Western Drake Passage section December 2010, 3 - Eastern Drake Passage section, April 2011.
Background contours show bathymetry - note smooth seabed in the East Pacific and contrasting
rough topography within Drake Passage. Black lines show rough positions of the sub-Antarctic
Front and the Polar Front. (b) Vertical microstructure profiler (VMP) being deployed in Drake
Passage. Photograph from K.Sheen. (c) Mean depth profiles of tracer concentrations obtained from
the three sections shows in panel a, plus a survey conducted in the East Pacific, 1 year after tracer
release (black line). Figure adapted fromWatson et al. (2014). (d) Representative profiles of section
averaged turbulent dissipation rates averaged as measured by the VMP, based on data presented in
Sheen et al. (2013). Note the enhanced mixing within the bottom 1 km. Panels c and d demonstrate
the increased diapycnal mixing within the southwest Atlantic compared to the southeast Pacific.




